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How many times have you 

been so tired after work 

that you're tempted to get 

fast food for dinner? With 

the right tools, quick and 

healthy meals don’t have to 

be a chore. Dishes cooked 

in the MC35 Smart Convection Oven come out heavenly 

with a crisp skin and juicy core, thanks to HotBlastTM 

which delivers a downward blast of heat to cook food. 

Grill foods without the smoke and mess on its PowerGrill 

Duo, whose extra wide heaters 

emit more powerful and 

consistent heat for quicker 

cooking and even grilling.

For a healthy and delicious 

meal, keep fresh ingredients 

within reach. The stylish Pebble 
Blue RT43 2-Door Fridge which 

comes with the all-around 

system and deodorising filter 

cools every inch of the fridge 

evenly from corner to corner 

while eliminating food smells 

and bacteria to preserve the 

freshness of your food.

Making Time For What’s Important

You might feel like doing some light 

vacuuming after dinner. How about 

getting the kids to help out? More than 

60% lighter* in weight and volume than 

Samsung conventional models for 

effortless storage and movement, the 

VC7000 Motion Sync Vacuum Cleaner 
manoeuvres easily thanks to a swivel 

body that handles sharp turns well. 

With the Dust Sensor, they’ll be 

able to tell when the floor is clean!

While your kids are occupied 

with the floors, grab the chance 

to tackle the burgeoning 

laundry. The Activ DualwashTM 
Top Load Washer comes with 

a built-in sink and side water 

jet, where you can pre-wash 

delicate garments before sliding 

them into the tub. No more 

heaving heavy loads or risking 

slipping on a soapy and wet 

floor! For residue-free clothes, 

the Magic DispenserTM dissolves 

detergent completely before 

dispensing into the wash.

ELEVATING LIFE WITH TASTE
As busy working adults, many of us find household chores time-consuming and bothersome. That’s 

why we turn to handy home appliances to help us get the job done. SAMSUNG Digital Appliances focus 

on performance and presentation to offer the best for you and your family.

Thanks to savvy appliances to take care of the household, time can be spent on the meaningful things in life.

If you’re more tech-savvy, you'll 

appreciate the intelligence 

of the Crystal Blue Washer. 
A beauty with a translucent 

Crystal Blue door, it takes the 

guesswork out of laundry by 

auto-detecting how much 

detergent and softener 

each load needs. Use the 

accompanying smartphone 

app to control your wash cycle 

remotely while you prepare for that big dinner party.

Even with a huge 

party of guests, 

cooking up a storm 

is made effortless 

with the Built-in 
Dual Cook Oven. 

A multitasker 

that’s able to 

simultaneously 

cook two different 

dishes at different 

temperatures and time settings, it’s a huge time-saver. 

While you’re busy entertaining, you can still keep an eye 

on the cooking progress on the twin ice blue LED display.

Enhancing The Good Things In Life

Keep beverages and 

desserts exquisitely chilled 

with the Food Showcase 
Refrigerator. A gleaming 

stainless steel door which 

keeps the fridge cool adds 

galactic stylishness at the 

same time, and its innercase 

compartments are divided 

into three sections, with the 

lowest section for kids’ easy 

access. You might want to 

keep only the healthy stuff 

at the bottom!

Nobody likes to clean up after a party, but powerful 

appliances will make the process easier. After the last of 

your visitors have taken their leave, unleash the Powerbot 
Robot Vacuum Cleaner. Its Visionary MappingTM maps 

out the most efficient cleaning route for your floor, and 

you can also direct it for spot 

cleaning with a point-and-

clean laser beam. With a Digital 

Inverter Motor that produces 

up to 60 times** more suction 

power, count on Powerbot to 

get your home clean in no time.

With thoughtful features to take convenience up a notch, appliances that ooze style and sophistication are a 
must in modern homes.

*applicable for SC12H7050H ** compared with Samsung SR10F71UC


